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Face.com: Facial
recognition for the
masses
By David Goldman @CNNMoneyTech December 23, 2011: 5:51 AM ET

Face.com is the biggest provider of facial recognition and detection software on the Internet.

NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- Facial recognition is a complex and
controversial tool that can now be yours for the low, low price of free.

Face.com is an Israeli startup founded in 2008 that provides websites and
mobile apps with code to implement face detection or recognition. The
code has been used more than 35,000 times since the company released
it into the wild in May 2010, and Face.com's tools have recognized or
detected 35 billion faces.

You can find Face.com's technology
running on hundreds of sites and

apps, ranging from fun toys like CelebrityFindr, which scours Facebook
and Twitter for photos of celebrities, to practical tools like Fareclock, which
tracks when employees punch in and out by scanning their faces. The
company keeps a running tab on its blog about who's using its
technology.

The code is given out for free and can be used without payment so long as
the site or app comes in under a certain number of daily uses. The
company doesn't disclose the exact number, but CEO Gil Hirsch said he
made that threshold purposefully very high to make the technology
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accessible to the masses.

Only "tens" of customers are paying Face.com for the service, Hirsch said,
and those paying sites and apps are doing recognition on millions of
photos each day. Still, from just those handful of paying customers, Hirsch
the company is taking in "good money."

Like most startups in their early stages, Face.com is more focused on
scale than sales. It wants to fine-turn its technology and make it ubiquitous.

To do that, Face.com's team of 10 works with clients to tailor its software to
each customer's specific use cases.

For instance, Coca-Cola ( , Fortune 500) worked with Face.com this
year on its annual Summer Love festival in Israel to allow registered,
opted-in participants to "like" the event on Facebook simply by going up to
a kiosk that scanned their faces.

Face.com also recently worked with an eyeglasses merchant on a special
implementation of its face detection technology. The company wanted
customers to be able to see how different pairs of glasses would look on
their faces, and it so happened that Face.com was working on a
technology that would allow clients to do that. Face.com quickly finalized
the code and brought it to market faster than it had planned.

"We're in this space to remove friction," Hirsch said.

Your face is being tracked

Face.com got started on that premise. Hirsch hated how arduous the
process of manually tagging friends in Facebook was, and he and three
friends worked on a solution that eventually became Photo Tagger, a
Facebook application that debuted in July 2009.

Photo Tagger finds friends' faces in photos and automatically suggests
nametags for them -- a solution that Facebook adopted in its Photo Tag
Suggest feature in late 2010. Face.com declined to comment on reports
that its technology powers Facebook's feature.

After the release of Photo Tagger, demand for Face.com's technology
skyrocketed. The company realized it was sitting on something big, and it
decided to open up its service.

But putting face recognition tools into the hands of the public potentially
means giving that technology to bad actors.

Hirsch said the company has a key safeguard in place: Face.com built its
technology so that it can't scan faces across the entire Internet. It can only
find faces that are connected within a closed network, such as a Facebook
friends list, a dating site, or an office network. That means someone you
don't know or haven't given permission to view your photo can't use
Face.com's recognition software to identify your face.

If a company were to use the technology maliciously, Hirsch said Face.com
can just flip a switch and shut that site down -- a last resort that the
company has only used once.

"We're an anti-stalking company," Hirsch said. "The bad use cases of this,
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to us, are a nightmare."

Ads that analyze and target you personally

Face.com is playing in one of the Internet's hottest technology spaces:
Google ( , Fortune 500) bought face recognition tool PittPatt this
summer and recently launched its own "find my face" tool, and Apple
( , Fortune 500) last year snapped up a startup called Polar Rose,
whose technology made its way into Apple's iOS 5 software.

Hirsch said his company has fielded a few takeover offers, but he's in no
rush to sell.

"We think the potential is much bigger," he said. "We're just warming up."

He's not saying never, though. Hirsch's first job was at Xacct Technologies,
which sold software that helped telecommunications companies bill their
customers based on the amount of minutes and texts customers used on
the network. It was a hot company that fizzled out with most other
technology stocks in 2001. In 2004 it sold for $30 million -- about a tenth of
what it was once valued at.

"I learned some things after I went through the dot-com bust," Hirsch said.
"I learned that if you get a good offer, take it." 
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